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The government’s scheme of utility bill cuts and decisions to freeze the rates on retail mortgage loans and cap the prices 

of seven basic food products are all aimed at shielding the Hungarian people from the negative effects of inflation, István 

Hollik, the party’s communications director, said in a video message. “But not only has the left refused to support these 

measures, they’re also attacking them,” he said, adding that the opposition’s call for VAT on basic foods to be cut to 5% was 

“hypocritical”, arguing that it had already been implemented, even though the left had refused to vote for the measure in 

parliament. “The left never helped the people when it was in power, and even imposed more burdens on them by failing 

to protect them from energy price increases, scrapping the 13-month pension, cutting the wages of teachers and health-

care workers and cutting family support,” he said.

Ruling Fidesz has hit back at what it called “hypocritical attacks” by Hungary’s left-wing 
opposition on the government’s anti-inflation measures.

FIDESZ BLASTS OPPOSITION ‘ATTACKS’

EU’s Ecofin Council meets

President János Áder on official visit 
to Kenya

European Parliament holds plenary 
session

Coronavirus updates
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President János Áder and Kenyan counterpart Uhuru Kenyatta in Nairobi
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SZIJJÁRTÓ: HUNGARY 
GOVT COMMUNICATION 
WITH CITIZENS MOST 
EXTENSIVE IN EU

No other member state of the 

European Union has probed the 

opinion of its citizens as often as 

Hungary, “which discredits all criticism 

on the state of democracy in the 

country,” Péter Szijjártó, the minister 

of foreign affairs and trade, said on 

Monday. Speaking at a conference 

on the Századvég Institute’s Project 

Europe research, which surveyed 

the citizens of 28 member states on 

“issues that most affect the future of 

the EU”, Szijjártó said the Hungarian 

government had integrated the results 

of its national consultation surveys 

into decision-making. Hungary sees 

democracy as a form of governance 

where the country is lead according 

to the will of the people, on their 

mandate, he said. Meanwhile, 

“communication in Europe seems to 

become difficult ... and it usually takes 

the form of lecturing and chastising,” 

he said. Democracy in Brussels “is 

understood differently, and equated 

with extreme liberalism,” he said.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: HUNGARY TO 
BECOME SELF-SUFFICIENT 
IN ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES

Hungary is set to become self-sufficient 

in terms of electricity supplies thanks 

to the expansion of the Paks nuclear 

power station and investment projects 

in solar energy, the foreign ministry said, 

citing Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó on 

Monday. Szijjártó said during a visit to 

the Paks nuclear power station that 

the plant was “one of the world’s safest 

and most efficient power stations”, 

guaranteeing the country continuous 

electricity supply and a competitive 

advantage. “The recent period has 

proven that energy supply crises can 

develop at any time,” he said, adding 

that “only countries that are energy 

secure and largely self-sufficient” were 

immune from such external shocks. 

Around half of electricity produced in 

Hungary is produced at Paks, he noted.

“Nuclear power stations provide safe, 

clean and cheap energy,” he said. “This 

is why the government has decided 

to build two new reactors with 

total capacity of 2,400 megawatts.” 

“Investments in Paks have made a 

good return and will make Hungary a 

good return, too,” he added.

ANNIVERSARY  
OF BUDAPEST JEWISH 
GHETTO LIBERATION 
COMMEMORATED

“Remembrance is a part of our shared 

future,” András Heisler, the president 

of the Federation of Hungarian Jewish 

Communities (Mazsihisz), said on 

Monday at a commemoration of the 

77th anniversary of the liberation of 

the Jewish ghetto in Budapest. The 

survivors of the Holocaust would 

soon all be gone “and we’ll be left 

to ourselves with the duty and curse 

of remembrance”, he said, adding 

that the descendants of Holocaust 

survivors had a duty to keep the 

memories of their ancestors alive, 

because otherwise they would be 

disowning the suffering their parents 

and grandparents had endured.

József Sebes, head of the Raoul 

Wallenberg Association, said his 

organisation wanted to honour the 

actions of its namesake Swedish 

diplomat, who rescued tens of 

thousands of Jews during the Holocaust 

in Hungary, by contributing to a way of 

thinking that people should be judged 

by their personalities and not based 

on their belonging to a certain group. 

Sebes named the fight against racial, 

religious and political discrimination as 

a key goal of the association.

Dag Hartelius, Sweden’s ambassador 

to Hungary, said everyone had a duty to 

remember the Holocaust and had a role 

to play in the fight against anti-Semitism, 

adding that Wallenberg’s legacy served 

as a guiding principle in this.

Zoltán István Horváth, parish priest 

of the Cathedral of St. Theresa of Avila, 

said young people needed to be told 

about those who helped save Jews 

during the Holocaust, so that they 

could serve as role models whose 

“faith, conviction, love and humanity 

defeats all forms of fear” and who were 

willing to risk their lives to save those 

facing persecution.

Monday’s commemoration was 

organised by the Raoul Wallenberg 

Association and the Embassy of 

Sweden in Budapest. The event 

ended with participants laying 

flowers on the memorial dedicated 
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to Wallenberg. The decree marking 

the boundaries of Budapest’s “large” 

ghetto was published on November 

29, 1944, and the area containing 

Dohány Street, Nagyatádi Szabó 

(today Kertész) Street, Király Street, 

Csányi Street, Rumbach Sebestyén 

Street, Madách Imre Street, Madách 

Imre Square and Károly Boulevard was 

sealed on December 10. Initially 40,000 

people forced to wear the yellow star 

were relocated to the ghetto’s 4,513 

apartments, but numbers grew rapidly, 

reaching 70-80,000 by the start of the 

following year. In spite of the efforts of 

the Red Cross, most received only 700-

800 calories a day, and at the end of 

December, the situation deteriorated 

further during the Soviet siege. People 

died in large numbers, with 80-120 

dead taken away each day. When the 

ghetto was liberated on January 18, 

1945, more than 3,000 dead bodies 

were found on Klauzál Square alone.

The United Hungarian Jewish 

Community (EMIH) also held a 

commemoration at The Shoes on the 

Danube Bank Holocaust memorial on 

the occasion of the 77th anniversary of 

the liberation of the Budapest ghetto. 

Slomó Köves, EMIH’s chief rabbi, said 

they were commemorating the 

hundreds of thousands of Hungarian 

victims who died during the Holocaust 

“for what they were, not for what they 

did”. He said remembrance must be 

turned into action. Jewish teaching, 

he added, held that accepting love 

without rationalising it was the 

surest way to vanquish meaningless, 

unreasonable hatred.

Oberlander Báruch, head of the 

Orthodox Rabbinate of Budapest, 

recalled that his father -- who had 

survived the period of deportations 

in Budapest thanks to hiding and fake 

papers -- was then forced to watch as 

Jewish children, women and men were 

shot into the Danube. Though he had 

escaped, this terrible memory stayed 

with him for the rest of his life, he said.

At the www.emlekezes77.hu website, 

videos of interviews with Holocaust 

survivors and their rescuers can be 

watched every hour for 77 hours.

ÁDER MEETS KENYAN 
PRESIDENT IN NAIROBI 

Kenya wants to strengthen its 

presence in central Europe and 

is ready to open a diplomatic 

representation in Budapest as soon 

as possible, Kenyan president Uhuru 

Kenyatta told Hungarian counterpart 

János Áder in Nairobi on Monday. 

Áder is the first Hungarian 

president to visit Kenya since it gained 

independence. 

At a joint press conference following 

a closed-door meeting, the two 

presidents said that Áder’s visit served 

to intensify bilateral cooperation. Áder 

said Kenya had recently become a 

tourism, financial, trade, and diplomatic 

centre of the region, with a population 

increase and a massive rise in living 

standards. Ensuring high quality food 

supplies is high among the country’s 

priorities, he added. 

Some 40% of the total population 

and over 70% of people living in rural 

areas make a living from farming, he 

noted. “So it is in their fundamental 

interest to obtain modern skills and 

technologies, which Hungarian 

companies can supply,” Áder said. 

Hungary is ready to transfer know-how 

and technologies for animal farming, 

breeding and growing plants that 

tolerate hot climates, as well as for 

food processing, he added. Referring 

to a cashew farm project launched 

in Kenya with a 2 million euro grant 

from the Visegrad Group, Áder said 

the venture contributed to providing 

livelihoods to 50,000 residents in four 

locations. The two presidents referred 

to projects in Kenya aided by the 

Hungary Helps programme, noting 

that five had been completed while a 

further six were being planned. Áder is 

scheduled to visit one of the projects 

on the outskirts of Nairobi, a parish 

and training centre, later during his 

stay. The Kenyan president thanked 

Hungary for a tied aid loan of 50 

million dollars for health, agricultural 

and irrigation projects.

ECUMENICAL PRAYER 
WEEK GETS UNDER WAY

Cardinal Péter Erdő, Hungary’s 

Catholic leader, stressed the 

importance of the centres of Christian 

faith and “missionary spirit” at the 

opening of an ecumenical week of 

prayer in the Evangelical Church in 

Budapest’s Deák Square on Sunday 

evening. “Today, when we feel that 

our culture is going through a deep 

crisis, we have a need for centres of 
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deep, Christian knowledge and faith 

like monasteries were in the Middle 

Ages,” the Archbishop of Esztergom-

Budapest said. “But courage and 

missionary spirit are also needed 

so that we can reach people with 

completely different customs and 

cultures and bring them the liberating 

Gospel of Christ,” Erdő added.

Zoltán Balog, the head of the Synod 

of the Hungarian Reformed Church, 

said that without God’s will and 

message, it did not matter “if our social 

acceptance is high, if our institutional 

system is getting stronger and if 

everything seems to be going fine”. 

“Because things can and will only be 

fine if God speaks and we all hear it,” 

Balog said.

KARÁCSONY: 
ALLEGATIONS OF PLANS 
TO SELL CITY HALL 
‘UNFOUNDED’

Allegations that the Budapest city 

council is planning to sell the City Hall 

building are “unfounded and false”, 

Gergely Karácsony, the city’s mayor, 

said on Monday. Addressing a meeting 

of the investigative committee set 

up to look into the City Hall case, 

Karácsony also rejected claims that 

the city council’s finances were 

opaque. The city council’s finances are 

transparent, he said, insisting that the 

“entire affair is a sham” and allegations 

made against the city council were 

unsubstantiated. Karácsony said the 

ones who were guilty of wrongdoing 

were those who had made and leaked 

audio recordings depicting themselves 

as individuals who had any say in the 

city council’s decisions.

The mayor said he was initiating 

the appointment of a committee to 

investigate links between the case of 

former justice ministry state secretary 

Pál Völner, who is suspected of having 

received bribes on a regular basis, the 

branch of bailiffs and the property 

sales of certain Fidesz-controlled 

districts. Karácsony said it was 

“outrageous” that police were carrying 

out “fake raids” based on “fake audio 

recordings”.

HUNGARY RECORDS 
21,219 NEW CORONAVIRUS 
INFECTIONS, 270 DEATHS 
OVER WEEKEND

Altogether 270 patients died 

of a Covid-related illness over 

the weekend, while 21,219 new 

coronavirus infections were 

registered, koronavirus.gov.hu said on 

Monday. Fully 29% of new infections 

have been caused by the Omicron 

variant. So far 6,319,434 people have 

received a first jab, while 6,059,382 

have been fully vaccinated. Fully 

3,417,089 Hungarians have received 

a booster jab. The number of active 

infections has risen to 137,951, while 

hospitals are treating 2,630 Covid-19 

patients, 228 of whom are intubated 

on a ventilator. Since the first outbreak, 

1,348,233 have been registered with 

the virus, while 40,507 deaths have 

been recorded. Fully 1,169,775 people 

have made a recovery.

OPPOSITION PLEDGES 
CONTINUED FAMILY 
ASSISTANCE, UTILITY FEE 
CUTS

Maintaining the current family 

assistance system and the utility fee 

cut scheme with changes to make 

those systems more equitable, as 

well as a rental home construction 

programme were among pledges 

representatives of the opposition 

Jobbik, Socialist, and LMP parties 

made ahead of the April elections, at 

an online press conference on Monday. 

Jobbik deputy leader Dániel Z. 

Kárpát said that the allied opposition 

parties were preparing a detailed 

programme to ensure accommodation 

to some 30,000 young people in the 

next few years. The opposition would 

“retain, extend, and make fairer” the 

family assistance measures currently 

in place, if they won the election, he 

said, adding that they would also 

reintroduce a government-assisted 

savings programme for first home 

buyers as well as earlier housing 

subsidies. He insisted that several 

thousand housing units a year could 

be created through state construction, 

enlarging student hostels and utilising 

abandoned properties. 

LMP’s Bernadett Bakos said that the 

family assistance programme would 

be modified to make it “socially more 

equitable”, similarly to the utility fee 

cut scheme. Concerning the latter, she 

said that the utilities could be most 

effectively cut through modernising 
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heating and insulation systems. She 

also urged new rules to “equally 

protect owners and tenants alike”.

MATOLCSY: TACKLING 
INFLATION ‘TOP PRIORITY’

Inflation is central banks’ greatest foe, 

and tackling it is a vital step towards 

creating monetary sustainability, 

György Matolcsy, the governor of 

Hungary’s central bank (NBH) wrote in 

an article published by magyarnemzet.

hu. The governor also said the 

NBH’s general quantitative easing 

programmes would be replaced by 

targeted credit facilities. Matolcsy 

also wrote about the future of 

central banking in his article, saying 

that central banks must embrace 

innovation. He noted that the NBH had 

been handed a green, sustainability 

mandate, which was the first in Europe. 

Matolcsy argued that today’s two-tier 

banking system should become more 

diverse, thereby forging a stronger 

financial system.

FARM GATE PRICES CLIMB 
27% IN NOV

Farm gate prices in Hungary rose an 

annual 27.2% in November, the Central 

Statistical Office (KSH) said. Crop prices 

increased by 36% in November, as 

grain prices jumped 47.2% and 

industrial crop prices climbed 52.4%. 

Vegetable prices rose by 7.6%, potato 

prices surged 55.7%, but fruit prices 

fell by 3.1%. Farm gate prices for live 

animals and animal products increased 

by 9.8%, as prices for live animals rose 

7.7% and animal products prices 

climbed 13.8%. 

CELLULOSE MAKER 
DUNACELL INVESTS 
HUF 7 BN IN CAPACITY 
EXPANSION

Hungarian cellulose maker Dunacell is 

investing 7 billion forints (EUR 19.6m) to 

expand production capacity at its base 

in Dunaújváros, in central Hungary, 

the minister of foreign affairs and 

trade announced. The government 

is supporting the investment, which 

will preserve more than 150 jobs, 

with a 1.7 billion forint grant, Péter 

Szijjártó said. The investment will 

see Dunacell expand its capacities 

to produce powdered dietary fibre, 

the minister said, adding that the 

project was set to be completed 

by May 31, 2023. Szijjártó said the 

coronavirus pandemic had caused 

supply shortages in a number of areas, 

and the uncertainty had led to severe 

panic food buying. “The old dogma 

that supply chains were putting their 

trust in internationalisation appeared 

to be on the way out,” he said. 

PEOPLE SMUGGLER 
SUSPECT FLEES  
TO HUNGARY AFTER 
SHOOTING INCIDENT  
AT AUSTRIA BORDER

A suspected people smuggler broke 

through the Hungary-Austria border 

in his van on Monday, after which 

gunshots were fired by the suspect at 

Austrian border authorities, according 

to Austrian press reports on Monday. 

Nobody was injured in the shooting 

incident which happened at the 

Szentpéterfa-Eberau crossing station, 

Austrian authorities confirmed. Local 

Hungarian police told MTI that 

Hungarian police have mounted 

a search for the suspect with the 

involvement of counterterrorism 

police. A spokesperson said that 

earlier on Monday the police had 

stopped a van driven by a Moldovan 

people smuggler with 14 Syrian 

migrants but there was “no direct 

link” between the two cases.


